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Annotations
Annotation

Meaning
Good response/positive
Unclear/dubious point
Benefit of doubt
Subordinate clause/Consequential error
Contradiction
Cross
Extendable ellipse
Major error
Minor error
Harmful addition
Good use of Greek
Omission mark

yellow highlight

Harmless addition
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MARK SCHEME
Section A
Question
1

Answer
Mnesiphilus (an Athenian man)

Marks
1

2

C Themistocles

1

3

C, E, F

3

2

Guidance
Not just ‘an Athenian man’. Any recognisable spelling.

One mark per correct answer.

B403
Question
4

Mark Scheme

June 2011

Answer

Marks

Sample translation:
While Themistokles was saying this/these
things, again the Corinthian Adeimantos was
attacking him, both ordering him to fall silent
as he had no fatherland, and not allowing
Eurybiades to ask a cityless man for his vote.

5

Guidance
Content
Award up to five marks per translated
section according to 5-mark marking grid.
Consequential errors should not be
penalised.
If only part of translation is completed,
award 2 marks for less than half, 3
marks for more than half.
Minor errors
tau`ta omitted
ejw`n rendered as ‘telling’ or ‘ordering’
ejw`n rendered by a main verb
Major errors
tense of levgonto~ (i.e. after/having said)
‘interrupted’ for ‘attacked’
omission of au\qi~
omission of ejw`n
Accept
when Themistocles said this
omission of te
addition of ‘general’ to ‘Corinthian
Adeimantos’ (highlight as non-harmful
addition)
literal translation of ‘to whom there was no
fatherland’
‘given that he had no fatherland’
‘since he did not have a fatherland’
‘on the grounds that he…’
‘not allowing Eurybiades to put a question
to the vote at the instance of a cityless
man’
‘preventing’ for ejw`n

3

Levels of response
[5 marks]:
All of the meaning
conveyed, with one minor
error allowed
[4 marks]:
Most of the meaning
conveyed with two errors
(which may include a major
error) or three minor errors
allowed
[3 marks]:
Part of the meaning
conveyed, but with two or
more major errors or
omissions allowed
[2 marks]:
A limited amount of the
meaning conveyed
[1 mark]:
A very limited amount of the
meaning conveyed
[0 marks]:
None of the meaning
conveyed
NB Consequential errors
should not be penalised

B403
Question
5

Mark Scheme
Answer
This passage is forceful and threatening.
Themistocles, demanding that the Spartan
commander of the joint fleet do as he advises,
pulls rank as an Athenian, suggesting that no
other Greek state could defeat them if they
decided to attack. He makes it clear that
responsibility for any defeat by the Persians
will be Eurybiades’ own, yet the
consequences will be felt by all the Spartans.

June 2011
Marks

Guidance
Content
The points given are indicative and
offer question specific guidance. Any
other acceptable points must be
rewarded. Answers must be marked
using the level descriptors in the 10mark marking grid at the end of the
mark scheme, taking into account
QWC when placing the answer within
the band.
The candidate should make a range of
points which may include reference to the
suggested bullets. Emphasis should be
on answering the question and on
illustrating that answer with detailed
reference to the passage.

10

Many harsh words - pollav te kai; kaka;
e[legen.
Indirect speech - succinct, threatening,
bullying tone.
Athens is bigger than Corinth – eJautoi`~ ei[h
kai; povli~ kai; gh` meivzwn h[ per ejkeivnoi~.
Threat that Athens has 200 warships manned
and ready to attack – e{w~ a[n diakovsiai nh`e~
eJautoi`~ w\si peplhrwmevnai. Athens would
undoubtedly win – oujdamou;~ ga;r e[fh
JEllhvnwn aujtou;~ ejpiovnta~ ajpokrouvsesqai.
Emphasis on relative powerlessness of
smaller states.
Herodotus dismisses Adeimantos now Shmaivnwn de; tau`ta, tw`/ lovgw/ dievbainen eij~
Eujrubiavdhn – and Themistokles turns to
address Eurybiades again.
More earnest tone - levgwn ma`llon
ejpistrefw`~.
High emotion – disjointed sentence structure:
“Su; eij menei`~ aujtou`, kai; mevnwn ajnh;r ajgaqo;~
e[sei, - eij de; mhv, ajnatrevyei~ th;n JEllavda.
Direct address to one man (Suv – emphatic
position): quite unusual, putting responsibility
firmly on Eurybiades.

Suggested points included here.
Candidates are not restricted to these.

4

Levels of response
Level 4 9-10
Level 3 6-8
Level 2 3-5
Level 1 0-2
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Answer

June 2011
Marks

Guidance
Content

Short sentences to give force to his remarks.
Personalises his remarks, making Eurybiades
feel the weight of them: Su; eij menei`~ aujtou`,
ajnh;r ajgaqo;~ e[sei,
ajnatrevyei~ th;n JEllavda: bearing sole
responsibility for overturning Greece would be
extremely harsh.
Turns to coercion: ajll j ejmoi; peivqou: If
Eurybiades does not ‘obey’ him – very
presumptuous in addressing the commander
of the fleet!
hJmei`~ mevn... uJmei`~ dev: ‘I’m all right, Jack.
You’ll be the one to suffer.’
Directly threatens to withdraw Athenians from
the battle, suggesting that they will be
perfectly fine as they have a divinely ordained
destiny – h{per hJmetevra tev ejstin ejk palaiou`,
kai; ta; lovgia levgei o{ti uJf j hJmw`n de`i aujth;n
ktisqh`nai. So the Spartans need the
Athenians, but the Athenians have no need of
anyone else because they have an escape
route (we wonder how true it is).
uJmei`~ de; summavcwn toiw`nde monwqevnte~
memnhvsesqe tw`n ejmw`n lovgwn.” Themistocles
ends by saying that the Spartans will regret
not doing as they were told when they find
themselves bereft of ‘such allies’ (summavcwn
toiw`nde).

5

Levels of response
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Question

June 2011

Answer

Marks
1+1

Guidance
One mark for Greek, one for translation.
Accept ‘unobserved’.

6

laqwvn (1)
Secretly OR escaping/having escaped notice (1)

7

He is a member of his household (slave or family) (1).
He is tutor to Themistocles’ children (1).

2

Accept ‘servant’ and ‘paidagogos’ or ‘attendant’.

The Greeks are scared (1) and have decided to run away
(1).
They disagree with one another (1) and will not oppose the
Persians (1). They will fight against one another in the
battle (1).
(wJ~) pista; ejgevneto (1).
(Since) it was credible (1).

2

Any two points. This is a context question, so they do not
have the Greek in front of them.

1+1

1 mark for Greek, 1 mark for English. Accept
toi`~...ajggelqevnta with appropriate translation, but no more
Greek words than that.
English translation must reflect exactly the Greek words
selected.
Allow ‘since it seemed believable’, ‘since they believed it’.

8

(a)

(b)

9

D midnight

1

10

C, D and F

3

6

One mark per correct answer.
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11 (a)
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Answer
Ariabignes (general, son of Darius, brother of Xerxes) (1).
Many (other) famous men (1) of both the Persians (and
the Medes) and the (other) allies (1).

Marks
3

Guidance
‘Xerxes’ brother’ is acceptable; ‘Darius’ son’ is not, as it gives
no indication that Ariabignes is important in relation to
Xerxes.
Do not accept ‘noble’ for ojnomastoi;.
‘Famous’ and ‘allies’ must be present.

(b)

Since the Greeks knew how to swim (1), those who had
their ships destroyed (1) swam across to Salamis (1)

3

‘They could swim to Salamis’ alone = 1 mark.

(c)

Emphasis on fact that Persians, in contrast to Greeks,
could not swim – tw`n de; barbavrwn oiJ polloi; ejn th/`
qalavtth/ diefqavrhsan, nei`n oujk ejpistavmenoi.
Repetition of ‘destroyed’ – diefqavrhsan...diefqeivronto.
Repetition of ‘flee/flight’ – eij~ fugh;n...feugouvsai~.
Fact that they were destroyed by their own side – ejpei; de;
aiJ prw`tai nh`e~ eij~ fugh;n ejtravponto, ejntau`qa aiJ
plei`stai diefqeivronto.
Identification of two different groups, those in front (fleeing)
and those behind (still pushing forward) - oiJ ga;r o[pisqe
tetagmevnoi, eij~ to; provsqen parievnai tai`~ nausi;
peirwvmenoi ... tai`~ a[llai~ nausi; tai`~ feugouvsai~
perievpipton.
Devotion to/fear of Xerxes forces them to act unwisely: wJ~
ajpodeixovmenoi e[rgon ti kai; aujtoi; basilei`.
kai; aujtoi particularly poignant.

4

Any two points – 1 mark per point + 1 mark for supporting
Greek evidence.

7
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Answer

Marks

Characterisation: Themistocles not crediting
Mnesiphilus with his ideas; his two urgent
speeches to Eurybiades; his ability to argue a
case and his willingness to use threats if
necessary; his willingness to lie and cheat to get
what he wants/what he feels is right.

8

Guidance
Content
Assess answers using the level
descriptors in the 8-mark
marking grid in the Appendix,
taking into account QWC when
placing the answer within the
band.

Eurybiades a silent figure by contrast and not
particularly in command.

Candidates should make a
range of points in response to
the question, illustrating them
where possible with reference
to the text they have read.

Adeimantos’ open dislike/suspicion of
Themistocles.
Aristeides’ willingness to set aside old rivalries
and work with Themistocles.

Suggested points included
here, but candidates are not
restricted to these.

The lack of unity among the Greeks.
Liveliness of exchanges between Themistocles
and Adeimantos and the open taunting.
The issue of ‘do the ends justify the means?’
Herodotus’ open admiration for Aristeides.
Strangeness of phantom appearing in battle.
Use of speeches, both long and short, to break
up the narrative.
Description of chaos in the battle.
The pathetic eagerness of the Persians to be
seen doing deeds of heroism by Xerxes.
Herodotus’ assessment of strengths/
weaknesses of each – Persians’ lack of
discipline and order.

8

Level 4
Level 3
Level 2
Level 1

Levels of response
7-8
4-6
2-3
0-1
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Section B
Question
13

Answer
The 'gentlemen of Athens' / the jury / the Athenian citizens

Marks
1

Guidance
Any of these.
Do not allow
‘magistrates’
just ‘the Eleven’
‘Meletus and Anytus’
‘Meletus and Anytus and the prison authorities’
Allow
‘Meletus and Anytus’ if part of the general body of the court

14

A Socrates' accusers

1

15

A, D and F

3

16

Greek: ajmeivnoni (ajndri)v (1)
English: (a) better (man) (1)

17

The friends/they (came out of the prison and) found
out/were told that (1) the ship had arrived/returned from
Delos (1).

18

Greek: wJ~ prw/aivtata (1)
English: as early as possible (1)

1+1
2

1+1

One mark per correct answer.
One mark for the Greek, one for the English.
Allow recognisable spellings of Delos.

One mark for Greek phrase, one mark for English translation.
‘Very early’ is not sufficient.
Accept
‘as soon as possible’
addition of ‘to come’, as long as Greek and English match
Do not accept
‘as quickly as possible’

9
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Question
19

Answer
D To wait until they were called.

20

Releasing/unshackling Socrates (1)
explaining/announcing/ordering how/that he is to die
today/on this day (1).

2

21

A, B and E

3

Marks
1

10

Guidance

One mark for each correct answer.

B403
Question
22
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Answer

Marks

Sample translation:
'Socrates,’ he said, ‘I shall not at any rate
pass judgment on you as I do upon others
for getting angry with me and cursing when
I bid them drink the poison, under
compulsion of the (chief) magistrates.'

5

Guidance
Content
Award up to five marks per translated
section according to 5-mark marking
grid.

Levels of response
[5 marks]:
All of the meaning conveyed, with
one minor error allowed

Consequential errors should not be
penalised.

[4 marks]:
Most of the meaning conveyed with
two errors (which may include a
major error) or three minor errors
allowed

If only part of translation is
completed, award 2 marks for less
than half, 3 marks for more than
half.
Minor errors
tense of katagignwvskw (as perfect
tense)
‘who’ or ‘when’ for o{ti
‘rulers’
‘government’
Major errors
tense of katagnwvsomai
singular ajrcwn
Accept
omission of ge
‘compelled by the chief magistrates’
‘authorities’
‘drug’

11

[3 marks]:
Part of the meaning conveyed, but
with two or more major errors or
omissions allowed
[2 marks]:
A limited amount of the meaning
conveyed
[1 mark]:
A very limited amount of the
meaning conveyed
[0 marks]:
None of the meaning conveyed
NB Consequential errors should not
be penalised

B403
Question
23

Mark Scheme
Answer
This passage builds a picture of a gentle
Socrates who treats all comers with similar
respect, regardless of social status.
Showing Socrates in a mutually respectful,
affectionate relationship with a man who
was never part of his 'circle' demonstrates
that he is a generally likeable, harmless,
kind man. The guard's grief at his loss is
evidence of his worth independent of the
opinions of friends, who could be seen to
be biased.
Guard says Socrates is most noble man of
all prisoners he has had to guard –
gennaiovtaton...a[ndra o[nta tw`n pwvpote
deu`ro ajfikomevnwn. Most gentle man of all
the prisoners -pra/ovtaton. Best man of all
the prisoners - a[riston. Tricolon of
superlatives with repeated kaiv to
emphasise this good opinion.
All emphasised by pwvpote – of those who
have 'ever' arrived there.
Knows Socrates not angry with him, but
with those who actually sentenced him –
certainty brought out by kai; dh; kai; nu`n eu\
oi\d j – moreover now I know well (that).
Others may take it out on the one who
delivers the poison, but not Socrates.
Clearly very fond of him - nu`n ou\n, oi\sqa
ga;r a} h\lqon ajggevllwn, cai`rev: the
parenthetic oi\sqa ga;r a} h\lqon ajggevllwn
suggests closeness between them, further
emphasised by the farewell and plea to try
to bear the inevitable as peaceably as
possible - cai`rev te kai; peirw` wJ~ rJa`/sta
fevrein ta; ajnagkai`a.

June 2011
Marks
10

Guidance
Content
The points given are indicative and Level 4
Level 3
offer question specific guidance.
Level 2
Any other acceptable points must
Level 1
be rewarded. Answers must be
marked using the level descriptors
in the 10-mark marking grid at the
end of the mark scheme, taking
into account QWC when placing
the answer within the band.
The candidate should make a range
of points which may include reference
to the suggested bullets. Emphasis
should be on answering the question
and on illustrating that answer with
detailed reference to the passage.
Suggested points included here.
Candidates are not restricted to
these.
Accept any view of Socrates’
character which is supported by
reference to the text.

12

Levels of response
9-10
6-8
3-5
0-2
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Question
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Marks

Guidance
Content

wJ~ rJa`/sta and ta; ajnagkai`a envelop fevrein.
Tears as he turns to go, knowing that
saying more would be futile, are very
moving.
Socrates looks up at him (ajnablevya~ pro;~
aujtovn) - suggests mutual liking/respect.
Reinforced by Kai; suv...cai`re, kai; hJmei`~
tau`ta poihvsomen. Bids him sincere
farewell and does not regard plea as
presumptuous.
Socrates shows himself to be a 'true
gentleman', by regarding guard as JW~
ajstei`o~...oJ a[nqrwpo~: unusual choice of
word, with its overtones of 'town-bred/
sophisticated', but clearly these two have
formed a relationship between equals
during Soc's stay in prison and have treated
each other with mutual courtesy.
Impression reinforced - guard has visited
Socrates & talked with him para; pavnta moi
to;n crovnon.
Verbal echoes: - h\n ajndrw`n lw/`sto~
(we remember a[riston) and wJ~ gennaivw~
me
ajpodakruvei (we remember gennaiovtaton).
Use of gennaivw~, with overtones of high
birth or thoroughbred pedigree, to describe
guard's weeping is again surprising, but it
links with ajstei`o~.

13

Levels of response

B403
Question
24 (a)

(b)

(c)

Mark Scheme
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Answer
He walks about (1) (until he says) his legs are heavy/tired
(1), then lies down (on his back) (1), as he has been told to
(1).

Marks
3

He takes hold of/touches him (1). After a while (1), he
examines his feet and legs (1), squeezes his foot (hard)
(1) to see/and asked if he can feel it (1). He does the
same to his shins/legs (1) and moves up the body (1),
showing that Socrates is becoming cold and stiff (1).

3

The style is calm, with no overt emotion - Socrates walks
about (perielqwvn) until told to lie down on his back
(kateklivnh u{ptio~).
He calmly obeys the orders of the ‘expert’ on the poison,
with no discussion - ou{tw ga;r ejkevleuen oJ a[nqrwpo~.
There is no panic – the indirect speech is brief and reports
a simple ‘no’ from Socrates when asked if he can feel
anything - oJ d j oujk e[fh.
Very economical style: Socrates covers his face before the
poison reaches his stomach (ejkkaluyavmeno~ ejnekekavlupto gavr), but we find this out only when he
uncovers it later.
The atmosphere is of calm inevitability: it is almost devoid
of emotion. The central section is all about the actions of
the man who demonstrates that Socrates is growing cold
and stiff - hJmi`n ejpedeivknuto o{ti yuvcoito vte kai; phvgnuto.
Socrates is curiously absent.
He covers his face and seems already to have left them,
separating himself mentally and physically from his friends
– ejkkaluyavmeno~ - ejnekekavlupto gavr.
Socrates’ final thoughts are for religious observance: the
time for emotion is past - - \W Krivtwn, e[fh, tw/` jAsklhpiw/`
ojfeivlomen ajlektruovna: ajlla; ajpovdote kai; mh; ajmelhvshte.

4

Guidance
Any 3 of these. Do not accept any information from outside
these lines.
Any 3 of these which make a coherent explanation.
Watch for singulars and plurals of feet and legs.
Do not accept ankles for ‘legs’ or ‘shins’.
Accept ‘limbs’ for ‘legs’.

14

Any two points – 1 mark per point + 1 mark for supporting
Greek evidence.
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Question
25

Mark Scheme
Answer
Portrayal of Socrates’ character: seen
through his own words and actions and
those of the other characters.
Very moving: death scene, the drinking
of the poison.

June 2011
Marks
8

Guidance
Content
Assess answers using the level
descriptors in the 8-mark marking grid in
the Appendix, taking into account QWC
when placing the answer within the
band.

Socrates’ calm acceptance of death and
assurance that he is going on to the Isles
of the Blessed.

Candidates should make a range of
points in response to the question,
illustrating them where possible with
reference to the text they have read.

Socrates true to his character – even
when in danger, he will not back down.

Suggested points included here, but
candidates are not restricted to these.

Socrates’ behaviour at the trial is
illustrative of the type of behaviour that
brought him to trial in the first place.
Flashes of humour – gadfly simile and
also his laughter and joke to diffuse
tension when Crito asks how he wants to
be buried.
Portrayal of personal relationships –
Socrates and the guard, Socrates and
his wife, Xanthippe.
Variety of ways in which people respond
to a crisis – Apollodorus, Crito, Phaedo
himself.
Shows us how the Athenian justice
system operated.

15

Level 4
Level 3
Level 2
Level 1

Levels of response
7-8
4-6
2-3
0-1

B403
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APPENDIX 1
Marking grid for set text translation 5-mark questions

[5]
[4]
[3]
[2]
[1]
[0]

All of the meaning conveyed, with one minor error allowed
Most of the meaning conveyed with two errors (which may include a major error) or three minor errors allowed
Part of the meaning conveyed, but with two or more major errors or omissions allowed
A limited amount of the meaning conveyed
A very limited amount of the meaning conveyed
None of the meaning conveyed
NB Consequential errors should not be penalised
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Marking grid for 8-mark questions

Level

Mark
ranges

Characteristics of performance







Engagement with the question;
Selection and coverage of supporting points;
Understanding and appreciation of the set text;
Accuracy of writing;
Control of appropriate form and register;
Organisation of answer.

4

7-8








Good engagement with the question;
A good range of relevant points with development;
A good understanding and appreciation of the set text;
Legible, fluent and very accurate writing, conveying meaning clearly;
Sustained control of appropriate form and register;
Argument well organised.

3

4-6








Some engagement with the question;
A range of relevant points, with some development;
A general understanding and appreciation of the set text;
Legible and accurate writing, conveying meaning clearly;
Limited control of appropriate form and register;
Argument organised.

2

2-3








Limited engagement with the question;
A few relevant points;
A basic understanding and appreciation of the set text;
Legible and generally accurate writing, conveying meaning;
Very limited control of form and register;
Argument apparent in places, even if underdeveloped.

17
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Level

Mark
ranges

1

0-1

June 2011
Characteristics of performance








Little or no engagement with the question;
Any points made are of little or no relevance;
Very little understanding or appreciation of the set text;
Writing may be illegible and/or contain many errors of spelling, punctuation and grammar and meaning may be unclear;
Little control of form and register;
Argument difficult to discern.

Quality of Written Communication (QWC): the QCA guidance stipulates that all three strands of QWC must be explicitly addressed - hence in the
marking grid the presence of bullet points 4-6. In assigning a mark, examiners must first focus on bullet points 1-3 to decide the appropriate Level.
They should then consider the evidence of QWC to help them decide where, within the Level, it is best to locate the candidate's mark

18
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Marking grid for 10-mark questions
Level

Mark
ranges

Characteristics of performance







Engagement with the question;
Selection and coverage of supporting points;
Choice and use of evidence from the Greek text;
Accuracy of writing;
Control of appropriate form and register;
Organisation of answer.

4

9-10








Good engagement with the question;
A range of relevant points, with development;
A good range of appropriate Greek quotation with relevant discussion;
Legible, fluent and very accurate writing, conveying meaning clearly;
Sustained control of appropriate form and register;
Argument well organised.

3

6-8








Some engagement with the question;
A range of relevant points, with some development;
Some appropriate Greek quotation with some relevant discussion;
Legible and accurate writing, conveying meaning clearly;
Some control of appropriate form and register;
Argument is organised.

2

3-5








Limited engagement with the question;
A few relevant points;
Limited Greek quotation with limited relevant discussion;
Legible and generally accurate writing, conveying meaning;
Limited control of form and register;
Argument apparent in places, even if underdeveloped.

19
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Level

Mark
ranges

1

0-2

June 2011
Characteristics of performance








Little or no engagement with the question;
Any points made are of little or no relevance;
Very little or no appropriate Greek quotation or relevant discussion;
Writing may be illegible and/or contain many errors of spelling, punctuation and grammar and meaning may be unclear;
Very limited control of form and register;
Argument difficult to discern.

Quality of Written Communication (QWC): the QCA guidance stipulates that all three strands of QWC must be explicitly addressed - hence in the
marking grid the presence of bullet points 4-6. In assigning a mark, examiners must first focus on bullet points 1-3 to decide the appropriate Level
using the Indicative mark scheme to inform their judgement. They should then consider the evidence of QWC to help them decide where, within the
Level, it is best to locate the candidate's mark.
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